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National Forest Advisory Board Meeting  
October 21, 2020 

Virtual Via Adobe Connect 
 

NFAB Members:  
Chairman Danielle Wiebers, David Wolff, Ben Wudtke, Greg Josten,  Alan Johnson, Corissa 
Busse, Mary Zimmerman, Dennis Yellow Thunder, Bob Burns, Rachel Day, Kevin Robling, 
Jennifer Hinkhouse, David Johnson, Paul Pierson, Keith Haiar, John Gomez, Dick Terry, Dick 
Brown, David Hague, Alice Allen, Ben Rhodd. 
 
Black Hills National Forest Leadership Team:   
Jack Isaacs, Acting Forest Supervisor; Jerry Krueger, Deputy Forest Supervisor;  Ralph Adam, 
Physical Resources Staff Officer; Jon Word, Natural Resources Staff Officer; Jason Virtue, Fire, 
Fuels, Aviation, Safety Staff Officer; Jeff Underhill, Silviculturist; Todd Butler, Customer 
Services Staff Officer;  Tracy Anderson, Hell Canyon District Ranger; Scott Jacobson, Public 
Affairs Officer; Beth Doten, Public Affairs; Support Assistant; Rebecca Swedin, Executive 
Assistant. 
 
Congressional Staff:   
Mark Haugen (Thune – R, South Dakota); Katie Murray (Johnson – R, South Dakota); Jim 
Selchert (Rounds – R, South Dakota); Deanna Kay (Enzi – R, Wyoming). 
 
Introduction & Welcome – Jack Isaacs:   
 
Jack Isaacs:  Welcome everyone and thank you for joining the October National Forest 
Advisory Board meeting. My regular job is the Forest Supervisor on the Nebraska National 
Forest. I’m on a detail as the acting Forest Supervisor on the Black Hills National Forest through 
November 7th. 
 
Approve today’s Agenda and Minutes of the September 2020 Meeting – Danielle Wiebers: 
 
Wiebers: Agenda change, move presentation topics to next meeting.  

• Motion to approve agenda with the change by Rachel Day and second by Kevin Robling.  
• Motion by Dick Brown and second from Rachel Day to accept the minutes.   

 
Wiebers: Board members representing the primary stakeholder groups present: 
David Hauge, Rachel Day, Danielle Wiebers, Paul Pierson, Dick Brown, David Wolf, John 
Gomez, Mary Zimmerman, Alice Allen, Dennis Yellow Thunder, David Johnson, Kevin 
Robling, Dick Terry, and Robert Burns.  Will continue to watch for members representing Range 
to see if they log on.  
 
Housekeeping – Jack Isaacs:  
The other agenda topics will be addressed in the November meeting to give them the time they 
deserve.  We know the Timber Sustainability Working Group’s recommendation topic was going 
to be a big lift.  
 
Flow and expectation: I’m here to listen to the presentations, the working group’s 
recommendation and the response to the recommendation.  Then to hear from the primary board 
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members or their alternates.  After today the job of the working group would be completed. 
Thank you for those members for your time and effort on the timber sustainability topic and I 
appreciate you time and effort.  
 
Wiebers:  I will be using the primaries list to call on people for discussion topics. Currently no 
one from grazing is on the line.  Scott has sent out the rules of how we operate.    
 

Hot Topics 
 
Legislative Updates – Federal 
 
Mark Haugen, Office of Senator Thune: 
Senate went back into session on Tuesday.  Prior to that conference calls with area hospitals and 
monuments. Met with ethanol producers and was also at a Veteran’s event at Pierre last Friday. 
Commerce hearing on rail networks. Tuesday vote on the reauthorization of the PPP (Paycheck 
Protection Program), that failed along party lines. Today Senate voted on Economic Assistant 
Plan, $500 billion, would have reauthorized small business loans, boosted unemployment 
benefits to additional $300 a week, funding for testing and vaccine development, $10 billion loan 
to Postal Service, $100 billion to schools, a portion addressed critical minerals, reduce 
dependency on foreign supply chains by ensuring timely surveying of domestic deposit, reducing 
and permitting delays for extraction, promoted workforce development and invested research and 
development to increase recycling and the development of alternatives.  That as well failed.  
Senate in session thru the weekend despite Senator Schumer’s attempt to dismiss for 3 weeks. 
Vote most likely on Monday for the Supreme Court nomination. Welcome Jack. 
 
Jim Selchert, Office of Senator Rounds:   
No update on Mrs. Rounds, the Senator is working mostly virtually. Focus on the Corona virus 
and our cattle market situations. Working on some legislation with NRCS.  Seems to be some 
strife with landowners and NRCS, working to prevent government overreach seems to be the 
biggest issues that landowners have with NRCS.   
 
Katie Murray, Office of Representative Johnson:   
Not in session for October for the House.  Last week was National School Lunch Week, Dusty 
had lunch at different school each day including Douglas last Tuesday and Hill City last 
Wednesday. In Spearfish yesterday.  
 
Several Tribal Bills passed the house, the Tribal Schools Federal Insurance Parody Act which 
makes Grant Schools eligible for the Federal Health Benefit Program. Designated a US Postal 
Service building in Rosebud. Named after Ben Rifle, first person of Lakota Sioux decent serving 
Congress. Great way to honor him. 
  
Passed the Savanah Act, combat the startling number of missing and murdered indigent women.   
 
Introduced Cattle Reform Bill, Price Act. Response to the USDA’s recent investigation into the 
cattle market. Provide greater price reporting and transparency. Comprehensive risk management 
solutions for small processors and update the Stockton Yard Act, encompasses what that report 
called for. 
 
Met with Under Secretary Ball. Introduced a proposal on DC Statehood. Instead of making DC a 
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state it would combine DC suburbs with Maryland. Give the residents of DC the same 
representation as the citizens but doesn’t change how congress, senate or the electoral college is 
run. Was presented in the past; 1947 parts of DC were seated with Virginia. Likely won’t pass 
but will bring people to the table. Bring up the conversation of what is important--do we need 2 
more senators or giving these people representation.   
 
Deanna Kay, Office of Senator Enzi:   
Mary, I see your question in chat and will take that back with me.  Other than that, nothing to 
report on.  
 
From chat: “Mary Zimmerman, NFAB primary: Question for all aides: Recently this board has 
discussed the issue of way too many little trees (ladder fuels) on the forest. The benefits to fixing 
this are that it would mitigate future risks of wildfire & insect infestation and there would be 
economic benefits as well.  
Would you let us know what is Senator/ Representative doing to appropriate more dollars to 
address this pressing problem?” 
 
Jordan Fischer, Office of Congresswoman Cheney: 
Not on the line.  
 
Nolan Rap, Office of Senator Barrasso:   
Not on the line. 
 
Response to Mary Zimmerman --Mark Haugen: 
A continuing resolution was signed, and the president accepted. Keep agencies running at the 
current budgets through December 11th. At that point will need another continuing resolution to 
get into next year. 
 
Great Outdoor Act passed this summer. Almost $2 billion a year to the Forest Service and Park 
Service for 5 years to help with backlog of maintenance.  Help clear up budget areas so we don’t 
lose spending in harvest. Budget talks are on the backburner through the election. 
 
Wiebers: Thank you for coming to these meetings and updating us. And taking our message 
back.  Your time is much appreciated.   
 
Legislative Updates – State 
 
Jennifer Hart, State of Wyoming: 
Nothing to add. 

 
David Johnson, State of South Dakota 
Nothing to add.  
 

Forest Service Hot Topics – Acting-FO Jack Isaacs 
 
Jack Isaacs:  
Transitioning to permanent Forest Supervisor Jeff Tomac on November 9th.  He will be the DFO 
for the next meeting. 
Operations for COVID: We are maximizing telework and using the CDC guidelines. Uncheck 
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community spread is making us think how we do business. Number one priority is safety of our 
employees.  
 
Hiring:   

• 2 NEPA Coordinator position; one on Northern Hills and one on Mystic. Getting close to 
end process. 

• Recreation Program Manager, Vice Anne Apodaca is closing soon. 
• Submitting request for 12 Forester hires positions at the Society of American Foresters, if 

hired reporting in June after school is out.  
• 2 Peace Corps hires; one Bio Tech on Northern Hills and a Hydrologist on Hell Canyon 
• Safety Officer will be the next to be advertised. 

 
Budget Reform: Continuing resolution till December 11th, just got our initial budget yesterday 
for the Forest, reviewing. 
 
 Topic to add to the November meeting. Black Elk Trail #9:  

Received grants and partner funding. Coordination with Custer State Park—completed about 
2,500 hours worked 1,400 feet of trail maintained, almost 3 miles of tread improved, 180 
draining features. Work completed by Student Conservation Association, Wyoming 
Conservation Corp, Trail Busters volunteer group and the Hell Canyon employees. This is a very 
popular trail and grateful for all the help.  
 
Stratobowl trail head parking lot expansion is complete; prevent parking on the highway. 
 
SRS-Secure Rural Schools:  The Resource Advisory Committee (RAC) is forming, asking for 
public input for potential projects to be considered to use the $230,000.  Submit input to Tracy 
Anderson, District Ranger Hell Canyon Ranger District by November 16 for Custer, Lawerence 
and Pennington Counties. This is a good thing for the community and surrounding area.  
tracy.l.anderson@usda.gov or 6505-673-9301 
 
Timber Sustainable Working Group—Wiebers:  
Next is our presentation by Greg Josten for the Working Group.  
 
Greg Josten: 
Working Group members: Corissa Busse, Bob Burns, Dick Terry, Paul Pierson, and David 
Johnson and myself. Extend thanks to Jon Word and Jeff Underhill of the Black Hills National 
Forest who have been advisors to our group.  
 
Two presentations today, first presentation we bring forward is the recommendation supported 
by the majority of work group members, but not all of them. The second presentation will 
explain the dissenting comments.  First, Paul Pierson will present the recommendation approved 
by the work group .  Then Corissa Busse, who helped put the letter together from The Nature 
Conservancy, will present dissenting comments.  
 
Paul Pierson: 
Six members of this working group have met every week since April.  Spent one to one and a 
half hours per week. Tremendous amount of work and a long haul. Appreciate everyone’s effort. 
 

mailto:tracy.l.anderson@usda.gov
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The Task to NFAB from Black Hill National Forest: Provide advice to the Forest Supervisor 
through the Board: Commercial Timber Program, develop and recommend a no more than five-
year pathway to meet sustainability requirements. Second task was already approved which was 
the Forest Plan Revision. 
 

 
 
Constraints: Forest Service law, policy and regulations; structural stage objective found in the 
Forest Plan.  This was put in then are prioritized by the Forest Service coming up with a 
sustainable plan.  
 
Assumption: FIA data represent sound, statistically supportable science. White spruce, 
unsuitable base ground pine, and off forest timber represent viable alternate sources of 
commercial wood fiber.  
 
The whole Forest was on the table to look at, we did not look at all—important point that will 
come up later.  I will make clear what is considered suitable timberland. 
 
Not in the recommendation: Did not look at all National Forest timberlands within the Black 
Hills, although this was available for consideration. The recommendation did not include an 
additional 2,000,000 ccf standing inventory as reported in the 2019 augmented data set. Those 
are areas that are available.  We were not looking at every last ccf for this plan.  Looking at what 
would be an implementable plan based on what we knew were treatable.  
 
Recommendation of harvest volume doesn’t include anything less than 9” DBH (diameter at 
chest height). Although the GTR and other reports look at 5” or greater. The recommendation 
does not use 0.26% mortality. Instead the recommendation compromises at 0.40%.  
All members used their best effort to compromise and reach middle ground.  
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This recommendation recognizes the need for and advocates for additional pre-commercial 
thinning activities.  We all recognized the importance of that and incorporated into our letter.  
 

 
 
We formed this recommendation to fully incorporate the structural stage objectives.   Objectives 
are concise statements of measurable desired results intended to promote achievement of Forest 
Plan goals.  Basically, objectives describe things. Structural stage objectives are objectives in a 
Forest Plan.  Standards which is the next level up in a Forest Plan. Those are the limitation on 
management activities and are mandatory and cannot deviate. 
 

 
The timber sale program actually improves the BHNF ability to carry out the pre-commercial 
thinning activities. They can use receipts through KV funds (Knutson/Vandenberg) to perform 
stand improvement activities and reforestation activities. Stewardship contract funds can be used 
back on the ground and to carry out the precommercial thinning.  
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Key Components:  Used draft GTR and FIA data and other relevant research. Dr. Graham (an 
author of the GTR) quote: “Most importantly consider this GTR as one of only many sources of 
information that can inform your decision while managing the Black Hills, so there is other 
information that you can assemble while you guys move forward on your important process.” 
  

 
This represents our current landscape. Thin stands reduce the likelihood of Mountain Pine Beetle 
(MPB) caused morality on the landscape. Increased thinned stands on the landscape you reduce 
the morality. Backed up by research here in the BHNF.  
 
Key Components: Structural stage objectives apply to certain acres that are describe in our Forest 
Plan and those acres fall under certain management areas in the Forest Plan. Those areas apply to 
870,829 acres. The forest plan reports suited base as 865,890 acres, and BHNF reported (2020) 
suited base as 837,000 acres. We need to treat those acres that apply to the structural stage 
objectives. 
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We looked at the augmented 2019 FIA dataset, doubling of the plots reported in the 
draft GTR and they looked at the “suitable” timberlands—755K acres.  (Snapshot in 
time of where those plots are today).  We combined and compared all the data into an 
average over 15 years, 2006-2019. On the South Dakota side only. No historical data 
for growth for the Wyoming side. Average over 15 years is 3.06% of the inventory panel 
average. 
 

 
 
Important not to look at one number, looked at trends and averages.  There has been discussion 
and concern on this process.  FIA reviewed and found no errors. It is possible to reproduce these 
estimates. The expansion and adjustment factors were computed for this specific 
sample/stratification pairing, yielding an unbiased estimate. Combined both sets of data to come 
up with the average growth rate on the SD side of the BHNF suitable timber lands.  
 

 
Widely accepted on this working group that looking at only the SD side is a conservative 
estimate. When you include suitable lands on the WY side of the line; on average higher growing 
site.  Historically more moisture and better soil and a higher percent annual growth as a percent 
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of inventory on the whole BHNF.  
Gross annual growth table comes from the draft GTR. Trends you can capture: First row 1962 
7,810,000 standing live inventory.  Goes up in 1984 to 13,449,000.  Percent of gross growth 
decreases.  Number 1--as you look at 4th column called Net Growth; see that 1984 is 100k ccf 
greater than 1962 but lower percent growth.  
 

 
Percent annual growth is amount of growth divided by the standing inventory; gives the percent 
growth.  Although the gross growth went up the percent of standing inventory growth went 
down.  
 
Trends you see on this table as time goes on and inventory increases the gross growth as a 
percent of standing inventory decreases and then changes in 2011, standing inventory starts to 
decrease  and gross growth as a % of standing live volume starts to increase again through 2017.  
2019 we just got to chalk up as the outlier, some concerns there.     
 
To put things into perspective; in 1984 the standing live inventory is a little over 13 million ccf.  
In 1983 Forest Plan on the BHNF it was calculated that the long-term sustained yield was over 
400k ccf per year. If you were to compare where we are to 1984 was 13.5 million ccf.  We are 
currently at 12 million ccf. Not that far off of the 1984 number. Where the long-term sustained 
yield was over 400k ccf and we are talking 181k ccf in our program. 
 
Back up on the table. I mentioned 12 million ccf. Clarifier, misleading and misunderstood 
information throughout the day and this table is a basis of a lot of it. The highest inventory 
recorded and presented in this table and the draft GTR was 1999, and not surprisingly 1999 was 
also the largest fire in the Black Hills in recorded history and the largest Mountain Pine Beetle 
epidemic in history.  Coloration is standing inventory and stand density.   
 
Where we are today is not displayed in this table. The 2017 and 19 numbers from augmented 
datasets are not representing apples to apples. Misleading table, the numbers from 62 to 2011 are 
5” and greater of growing stock.  The 1999 one is important, the 15 million ccf on this table is 
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for timber lands on the BHNF; actually, forest lands for all 1.2 million acres. 2017 and 2019 data 
that’s not what they are representing. If you were to actually put in the 2019 numbers accurately 
and look at all the acres we are sitting at a little over 12 million ccf. The drop is not nearly as 
drastic. What is reported in 2017 and 2019 is a subset of acres, much less than reported in 99.    
 

 
Our committee and working group were really striving for consensus and compromise.  Some of 
us on the working group thought that .26 was already a compromise given the stand conditions 
of our Forest and specifically our suitable lands and the 870k acres we are looking at for this 
recommendation.  Mortality is going to be low for the foreseeable future. There is always going 
to be weather events. But on average in 40 years of reporting; historic mortality is typically low 
with this stocking level.  MPB activity is virtually none; 230 acres reported 2018 and 29 acres in 
2019. But we still moved it to .40 trying to incorporate everyone’s concerns.   
 
How do we take this information? We have a growth number and a mortality number; what is 
sustainable for 5 years of harvest?  
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This is the calculation sheet we went through to come up with the recommendation.  We took the 
information provided by the BHNF on ‘What is the structural stage distribution right now on the 
Forest.’  The slide is broken out by District. We did not dive down to that level for our 
recommendation.  Blue column ‘Forest’ is the number of acres for structural stage. Red column 
is our plan objective for each structural stage.  You can see some are under and some are over.   
 

 
 
That information came from 2020 Forest Service veg layer. A GIS database layer that has 
information on all the stands on the BHNF.  870k acres apply to structural stages. Second 
column is the percent of those acres in the structural stage.  Red column is the difference 
between what is the objective and what is currently there. In HSS 1, 28k acres available over the 
adjective, too many acres to cut this one. Hence BHRL right now in 4a, 120k acres over 
objective. 4C are dense stands over objective. Some of those negative numbers are acres of 
deficit. We don’t have enough in those structural stages.  
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We took the FIA data (2019 data set) and broke down the numbers for each volume and 
structural stage. Recalculated average volume/acre in each structural stage from the augmented 
2019 data set. 
 
Took the averages extrapolated over the current acres in the veg layer which are almost all 
suitable acres according to the Forest Plan.  Derived how much volume is out there in each of the 
structural stages and the total live standing inventory.  That number of standing live inventory is 
on 870k acres of structural stages to be met is 6.7 million ccf. 
 
Next step: Develop a plan.   
 
What would harvest look like to meet Forest Plan objectives?  We know we are over 4A, hence 
the BHRL project. We know we are over 4C, no current project but there is current NEPA. We 
are deficit in 3A thru 3C which are the 1-9 inch diameter class and deficit in 4B and 5.  To move 
these acres around, you can do nothing and let things grow--because the Forest is not static, and 
doesn’t maintain the same stand characteristics forever.   Or you can precommercial thin the 
small stands and you can harvest commercial other stands. 
  
Once overstory is taken off as directed by the Forest Service those stands go from 4A to some 
other stand; 1 to 3C immediately after harvest. Simple illustration in that bottom box; if short 3A, 
3B, and 3C a total of 115k acres and have 120k acres of 4A that needs to change in structure. If 
we target overstory removal in 4A stands that have an understory that meets other Forest 
objectives, we can immediately move the Forest into meeting these plan objectives.  

 
 
Start in 2019 based on the FIA augmented dataset on the 870k acres at 6.7 million ccf. Using our 
mortality of 0.4% and the average gross growth for the last 15 years of 3.06%.  The yellow 
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column is the net growth of the Forest. 163,682 ccf sold in 2019. 2020 we know is a COVID 
year, I wasn’t sure of the final number, being conservative I used 125k. 175k you see from 21 on 
down are the sustainable harvest of ponderosa pine. We are under the net growth going forth. 
That is a 175K ccf per year.  
 

 
 
 
All can be done in 4A and be done quicker and switched to 4C. Those are two sawtimber 
structural stages that are over objective.  Choose to find the breaking point, mix harvest 4A and 
4C together to meet other objectives. How long would it take? If we know the average volume 
per acre on 4A and 4C, how many acres would we have to treat at 175k per year in each class to 
get to the plans desired condition.  About 6.5 years if we split up the harvest on 4A and 4C. We 
are not recommending clear cutting 4C stands.  We are not trying to capture all the volume in the 
stands we need to thin. We will remove half the volume as an estimate. Moves 4C stands and 
opens up the canopy and moves to 4B component which is deficit. Take the overstory off of 4A, 
move into the 3 category and reduce the stand density on the 4C stand and help meet the 4B 
objectives of more open stand of sawtimber then get to the number needed on 4C. 
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SS5 management may be necessary to get there, we believe it is.  We did not include it in this 
recommendation.  Going to be a byproduct of good forest management.  Key components this 
group made is the idea of setting overstock high risk stands on the shelf hoping that someday 
they reach SS5 characteristics; old and large diameter growth is unrealistic. We felt we need to 
be reducing stand densities and make them more resilient and increase diameter growth.  Setting 
these stands of overabundant 4C aside are the most high-risk stands was a bad move if the goal 
was to get to SS5 acres.  Need to be managing these to make them resilient to reach the SS5 
level. We did not include SS5 acres in this proposal although management is allowed in SS5 to 
meet those goals.  
 
Detailed Calculation slide showing our work.  Years 1-10. Show this task is sustainable more 
than 5 years. 
 

 
 
Different structural stages over time 
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Other Important Information relevant to the recommendation that is tied to this group and how 
we got to this recommendation: The draft GTR--you are going to hear a lot about it. 
It is very important to understand where the numbers come from and what they mean and how 
they can be interpreted.  You are going to hear that we are at half the standing inventory of 1999 
presented in the draft GTR and that is misleading and not true. Compare apples to apples; we are 
really 15 million ccf in 99 and compared to over 12 million ccf today.  
 
The 99 figures that they report as I stated earlier in the draft GTR includes 1.2 million acres of 5 
inch or greater diameter trees. FIA information used by the draft GTR used for 2019 looks at 
765k acres even though 1.2 million acres is available in the 2019 dataset. They chose not to 
report that.   
 
If you hear we are half, that is not true. Standing inventory of Ponderosa Pine has decreased from 
15 million ccf in 99 to 12 million ccf today. That is not a bad thing, it is a good thing. We needed 
to move our Forest to a more resilient state.  Open thinner stands and less standing inventory.  
Adjust the 2019 dataset to include the 1.2 million acres which is available in the data; we are 
actually double the 1962 figured reported and 50% more than reported in the draft GTR for 
2019. 
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1999 report page slide, Forest Resources of the Black Hills National Forest. 
 
Only included the number reported in the GTR only reported at 750k acres. 

   
Slide, from the 1999 report: Estimates of cubic-foot volume and basal area includes all the trees 
5.0 inches diameter and greater. 
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Ponderosa pine 1,204,174,060 cubic feet same as 12 million ccf provided by FIA. 

 
 
In Previous FIA reports before 1999 looked at Forest Service land in South Dakota. Some of 
those number include North Dakota boarder. Look at growth mortality, saw high net growth over 
time. Looking at the South Hills as it relates to timber. 
 
Growth as a percent of inventory, important concept, percent of inventory not gross. 
As stand density goes down, gross growth may go down. Gross growth as a % of standing 
inventory increases because they have more available light and moisture to grow. 
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Nearly all the lands designated as timber land have been designated as suitable. 
Didn’t include all timber lands, another 2 million ccf standing live volume outside and harvest is 
not precluded from there. This is a conservative estimate that we thought was realistic. Can’t 
stress how much we tried to compromise. 0.4 percent mortality rate.  We took into consideration 
of all working group members. Dissenting views were included and incorporated in on our final 
recommendation 
 

 
 
Recommendation that we present to NFAB has taken a tremendous amount of work and looked 
at a tremendous amount of data. The recommendation that we present to you is a sustainable 
timber sale program of 181k of ccf/year. Annual Commercial P Pine Sawtimber Program of 
175k ccf/year. And 6k ccf/year of white spruce is not a large chunk of that. 
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We did not incorporate all timber lands.  Although we could have. The Farm bill has authorities 
in it that may be applicable to move forward on projects. We have had dialogue on operability in 
the past and it needs to continue to go forward.   
 
We had dissenting views, Bob and Corissa will have a chance to state why they did not vote for 
it. 
Less than half of our standing inventory of 1999 is misleading. Our growth numbers are         
including in the 2019 data sets.  Mortality rates were high and not realistic. Thought they were 
high and unrealistic for the next 5 years. We are all coming at this from a sustainable viewpoint. 
Long term keeps being thrown out; higher morality used…If you use that mortality now, you’re 
fulfilling your own prophecy then.  
 
We have had a resilient landscape. If we harvest too little, we will allow stands to increase in 
density and volume. We can maintain a healthy forest, by maintaining the stand structures we 
already have. If we harvest too much or too little industry will go away and that puts the harvest 
industry at risk and that is important to grazing and other uses. This puts the National Forest at 
risk. 
 
Wiebers—questions? 
 
Mary Zimmerman(chat), question: Thanks for the overview of this work, it is a long and 
detailed and deserves some long and detailed comments and questions.  Who wrote the 
recommendation?  
 
Pierson: The whole working group wrote this recommendation.  Had dissenting views inputs on 
this all the way to the final version. 
 
Dave Hauge(chat), question: The Growth Mortality and Net Growth in the recommendation 
and the Draft GTR are very close in terms of percentages, but the 181000 ccf is 37% higher than 
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the GTR…where is that discrepancy coming from? 
  
Paul response:  The difference comes from the two different starting points.  The draft GTR is only 
looking at 765,000 acres while the acres that are subject to the Structural Stage Objectives are 870,000 
acres.  The scenarios were just a few possibilities….. Dr. Russ Graham stated there are multiple, infinite 
scenarios that could be used.   As a working group the draft GTR didn’t show us a realistic view of our 
forest condition … Also, we included white spruce and it is a part of the timber sale program. 

 
Mary Zimmerman(chat), question: Last month we addressed the other part of the tasking with 
forest planning, all the changes fire, books, winter storm atlas a lot of trees came down in that 
event. Two tornados in one day is above the mortality rate (that Paul is using. Yet the working 
group is proposing the) same number (of ccfs) we have been harvesting for years, that number 
hasn’t changed.  Clear that up: has the forest changed or not changed?  Please clear that up. 
 
Greg: Definitely there have been changes to the forest due to the natural disturbances.  The 
forest was over stocked prior to those disturbances.  What this Forest needs is a lower stocking 
number.  The number of trees and density of trees was too high.    The bugs and fires had so 
much of an impact because there were too many trees at the beginning of this century.  
 
Kevin(chat), question:  Table one.  What is the variability of those estimates?  This isn’t 
chemistry, there is some variability    are they different from 1964 to 2019   What kind of 
variability are we seeing in those data set. 
 
Paul: 2019 augmented data set average annual growth reported in that data set.     8% standard error at a 
68% confidence level.   It's a large range standing inventory for growth and inventory.   

Stats 101 is lower the sample size means higher standard error. Although the doubled number of plots   
only looked at standing live volume.  Extra plots only able to collect current standing live inventory.  
When talking growth and mortality those plots new plots don't apply, so it is 1 plot for every 6k acres.  
You can look back at a data sets    larger range of data.  Standing live inventory to see what we are 
experiencing in the past.  Doesn’t have the exact number.   

 
Mary Zimmerman(chat), question: Does the recommendation take restrictions into 
consideration?  
Have adjustments been made in your calculations to account for things like low volume acres, 
topography, riparian zones, wetlands, wildlife, plant habitat, recreational areas, trees too small, 
scenic integrity, growth potential, etc? 
If restrictions are accounted for, what percentage are you using? 
 
Paul: Yes Mary thanks for the question. You understand the forest plan and how they are 
derived.   Those are built into data sets already.   
 
Wiebers: Second part of the presentation was not a consensus for this recommendation will now 
be presented, Corrisa has put together a letter on their concerns. 
 
Dave Johnson statement:  
I want to point out the working group worked for 7 months at all except for last night, this is not 
an alternate plan.  Take exception.  We haven’t seen it. 
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Wiebers:  David is correct the first presentation was on the recommendation coming forward 
with a majority vote from the working group which is being considered today.  Corrisa will now 
present the minority opinion as to why the recommendation should not be approved for 
submittal.  This is not an alternative recommendation. 
 
Corissa Busse:  The Nature Conservancy 

 
Everything we share is a recommendation or concern we brought forward to the working group 
during our meetings as concerns. Nothing I present today is new to this working group.  This 
working group did a great amount of work.    This was a challenge  
 
In the last few days you received several document including a dissenting letter from the Nature 
Conservancy, the General Technical Report, and the tasking of our working group. 
 
Slide: History: How we got here 

 
To start I want to give some background on how we got here and why were are making this 
decision today.  
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Back in 1997 the Forest Plan set an Allowable Sale Quantity of 181,000 CCF. Around this same 
time, in 1999 the FIA data showed roughly 15M CCF of standing live inventory. 
Since that time our forest has undergone significant change including over 650K acres of lands 
impacted by mountain pine beetle, extreme weather events, and wildfire.  
 
Recognizing these changes have impacted our standing inventory, in 2016 the USFS and 
stakeholders agreed to undertake intensified analysis to understand the impact of this change on 
timber volume for the future. The results of this intensified FIA data were summarized in the 
draft GTR released this March.  
 
What we saw with that GTR is that our forest has declined. 
Today, there are only 7million CCF of standing volume of which only 5 mill ccf is sawtimber. 
This volume can no longer can support 181k ccf  
As stated in the GTR, “To sustain the Forest Plan ASQ of 181k ccf would require a standing live 
sawtimber volume of more than12 mil ccf. Current (2019) standing live sawtimber volume is 
5,995,428 CCF.”   
In order to sustain the 181 CCF ASQ we would need twice the amount of standing live volume 
on this forest. Today, we have less than half of this volume.  
 
The GTR goes on to state that “The current conditions of the BHNF in 2019 do not support a 
Forest Plan annual sale quantity of 181K ccf of sawtimber (9” and greater DBH), nor do these 
forest conditions support an annual harvest of 153,534 CCF that occurred in 2019.”   
The GTR further adds: “If the current (2019) annual sawtimber harvest of 153,534 CCF per year 
were to continue, the live sawtimber volume will be depleted in the next several decades.” 
 
Maintaining 181K ccf, or even a lower 153K ccf going forward is Unsustainable.  

 
Recognizing that the forest has changed, the USFS requested a working group form to address 
the need for adjustment.  And we need to make adjustment accordingly. 
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We were tasked to define a no more than 5-year pathway to meet sustainability requirements. 
At our last meeting in September, the working group, and this board unanimously agreed to 
recommend that a Forest plan revision should be done as soon as possible. This was based on a 
recognition of the changed condition of our forest.  
 
Today, you as a board are being asked to make a recommendation on a Sustainable timber 
program moving forward. This is perhaps one of the most impactful decisions you will make on 
the future of this forest. We ask that you make this decision with the best information possible. 
 
Again we want to emphasize that the draft GTR does not support continuing forward at 181K 
ccf,, nor does it support that we can sustain the volume harvested in 2019 of 153,534 CCF. If we 
continue on this path, we may no longer have timber as a viable tool for future generations.  
 
Instead, we propose a series of alternative recommendations for your consideration today. First, 
we recommend that as a group we wait for and utilize the findings of the final GTR. This 
document should be released soon, and is anticipated by the end of the year. 
We also recommend that this group use the knowledge of USFS specialists who can help apply 
the lenses of management needs and recommendations appropriately. These are very difficult 
calculations. USFS specialists have the knowledge and information to guide this board in making 
an informed decision about this need.  
 
Again, our recommendation needs to think of future generations, not just maintaining a short-
term volume outcome. 
 

 
Areas we had unanimous opinion that timber is a critical tool. Our concern is how to ensure that 
timber remains sustainable for future generations.   
All agree that current levels of pre-commercial thinning (PCT treatments are inadequate and 
need additional funding. 
Analysis should identify stands to manage for old-growth. 
This was not an easy taking and has major consequences economically and ecologically (now 
and in the future) 
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Concerns with Majority Recommendation:  
 
A Final recommendation from NFAB should align with the final GTR. Again, the draft GTR 
indicates that we cannot sustain 181K ccf of volume, nor can we sustain recent harvest levels of 
153K ccf. If we continue on this trend we will deplete our suitable timber volume and will not 
have this critical management tool available in the future.  
 
The majority recommendation utilizes an inappropriate starting point volume of 6,737,390 CCF 
as its base starting point compared to the correct stating point of 5,995,428 CCF. This added 
volume of over 700K ccf artificially inflates the program numbers and relies heavily on timber in 
unsuitable lands to sustain this amount.   
 
Unsuitable lands are not intended, nor can they provide an economically viable long-term 
sustainable timber volume. Sustainable levels must come from the suitable base and can be 
supplemented by unsuitable lands where appropriate and based on specific management plans. 
The majority report includes 106 acres of unsuitable land in their analysis in order to add 
volume. 
 
The  challenges of unsuitable land and are unsuitable for a reason. For instance, over 40K acres 
of land included in the majority report’s base calculations “cannot be harvested by tractor nor by 
cable” and would therefor likely require helicopter logging at a cost of more than $200M for 
those acres alone. This is not sustainable.  
 
Additionally unsuitable lands include areas where timber volume is not present or where 
harvesting can cause irreversible resource damage. Again unsuitable lands can be used to 
supplement a sustainable program   going forward when appropriate but should not be included 
in order to sustain a long-term volume. 
 
The recommendation made should be a 5 year path way to sustainabilty not a 5-year plan to 
maintain current ASQ. Whatever decision the board makes will affect future generations. If we 
continue on our current unsustainable volume, timber harvest will no longer be viable for future 
generations as a critical management tool.  
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Earlier in the program Paul inaccurately stated that restrictions on suitable lands have already 
been incorporated by USFS and were therefor reflected in their calculation. This is not true. 
Additional restrictions harvesting near goshawk nests, or near riparian features are not calculated 
in the suitable land base.  
 
Suitable lands include areas not available for timber harvest and need to be removed from that 
volume accordingly.  Additionally, management adjectives need to be taken into account and 
significantly affect the amount of volume moving forward.  And I will leave it to Bob Burns to 
talk more about that. 
 
Our tasking stated see the conclusions stated in the draft GTR as valid. 

 
In this slide you can see a comparison of the draft GTR and the majority recommendation. 
Starting volume of the majority recommendation is much higher than what is available in the 
suitable lands for timber harvest on a sustainable basis. The growth figures that you see and that 
are described in majority recommendation fall outside of what is consider reasonable in the draft 
GTR. Mortality is lower compared to long term trends. All of this results in net growth of 2.66 
percent in the majority recommendation. Recall Paul’s slide of table1 of draft GTR that showed 
Gross growth.  Another column in that table shows net growth, which means growth less 
mortality.  The net growth proposed of 2.66% is not represented historically in the Black Hills.  
The draft GTR suggests a far lower net growth.  All of this results in a suggested annual harvest 
difference of 181k ccf in the majority recommendation compared to the draft GTR offering 
between 70 to 115k ccf as a sustainable harvest going forward.  
 
Neither the majority recommendation nor the draft GTR factor in additional management needs 
and restrictions.   The draft GTR was used to figure out standing live inventory; but does not go 
through additional filters of management needs and recommendation. This is a critical 
calculation that needs to be added. 
 
Turn to our recommendation for the Board to consider. 
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1. We would strongly urge the Board in making this important decision to utilize and align 

with the findings of the final technical report. The final GTR will be available to consider 
as a resource for the board for consideration. 

2. The GTR will not provide information to provide for management needs and other FS 
objective that should be met.  We recommend the board utilize the best available 
technical information from Forest Service Specialists on how to apply these management 
adjectives structural tables that affect the available volumes.  These filters significantly 
affect what volume is available and need to be applied appropriately and correctly.  

3. We ask the board to provide a final recommendation as passed that represents no more 
than a 5 year pathway to meet sustainably requirements not a short term solution to 
maintain existing timber harvest for the next 5 years.  Recognizing the draft GTR 
indicates we can no longer proceed at the ASQ we need to make adjustments and our 
ultimate discussion will affect whether or not we have timber in the future and if we run 
this Forest into decline.  

4. Suggest the board to work with the Forest Service to develop plans and opportunities and 
prioritize, fund, and address the 220k acres of back log of precommercial thinning needs 
on the Black Hills National Forest. In general this area of untreated acres if affecting 
future timber as well.  Trees in untreated stands or doghair stands do not mature or grow 
into viable merchantable timber.  Suggest we address for the future of the timber program 
address this backlog now and to help ensure safety of wildfires for our community. 

 
Bob Burns: Thank you Corrisa, Danielle and Supervisor Isaacs. 
 
Who I represent: I am the founder and current president of the Norbeck Society, but do not 
represent that group on NFAB. I am the current vice chairman of South Dakota Family Forest 
Association. 3 years ago named South Dakota tree farmer of the year.  I do not represent the 
South Dakota Family Forest Association.  I represent a local elected or appointed official.  I was 
selected for my position on the School Board and the Rapid City MPO (Metropolitan Planning 
Organization).  On both those organizations we look at studies to determine where to build 
schools and roads, those are complicated issue but not nearly as complicated as this one.  
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The purpose of our working group: recommend no more than 5 year pathway to maintain a 
sustainable requirement to maintain a sustainable timber industry.   
 
The forest will go into a decline. There is a vibrant timber industry in the Black Hills.  At the 
same time the timber industry cannot survive without a sustainable amount of harvestable timber.  
One of the predictions in the draft GTR is that if present harvest levels were maintained there 
would not be one tree on suitable lands above 8 inches in 30 years. That is a worst-case scenario.  
This is a draft GTR, one of the problems our group had is that this is a draft GTR and 
conclusions could change when the final comes out. We started looking at alternative scenarios 
that did not predict such dire consequences.  In my opinion our alternative results, which you 
saw earlier would sustain the forest industry in the short term but not sustain either the Forest or 
the industry in the long term.  

 
You received a document this morning: Recommendation for the Forest Advisory Board 
sustainable proposal from the Black Hills National Forest. 
 
This was sent to our working group from one of the two Forest Services Advisors that sat in on 
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every meeting to help us understand some of the complicated technical items we were 
discussing. Especially in regard to the structural stage the Forest Service by law must strive to 
maintain.  
 
You can see in the letter the numbers we are using in the alternative scenarios are much more 
optimistic then he could recommend as the Black Hills Silviculturist.  
 
In this slide you can see his calculations what the timber harvest would be after applying 
structural stage restraints after 7 years of harvesting at 175 ccf. You will see down the row we 
get into limitations that will not let us harvest some of the growth and often most of the growth 
in those different categories. Structural stage 4A in particular, starts out at 48k because we have 
reached the limits of the structural stage. 
 
Easier way for me to understand is this bar graph. Growth in the Forest is occurring throughout 
the structural stages. But they are growing in volume not acres.  

 
Structural Stage 4A has a large excess of acres above its recommend level. And those acres are 
the main source of timber right now. When acres above the dash red line are logged the acres 
below it are not available because it would go above the structural stage objective. Thinning may 
occur below that line in limited area and the large volume we are using now are no longer 
available.  Those growth in volume resulted larger trees not more trees.  Structural stage 
objectives are measured in acres not volume. Growth does not make more acres. 
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On the left represent the typical 4A stand where we are harvesting most of our timber right now. 
Very large trees and an understory or regeneration of doghair coming up. When harvesting 4A    
the current practice is overstory removal. All or most of the large trees are taken out. Small trees 
coming up are left to become future harvestable timber as Paul said that converts those acres into 
a different class. Either one of the 3s or less than that.  
Slide on the left represent Ponderosa Pine tree that has grown up in a stand of doghair. It is 70 
years old about 3 inches in diameter after 140 years may get to 6 inch in diameter and the Forest 
has over 200k acres of unthinned doghair and that number increasing every year. Over 200k 
acres of our suitable lands are taken up by stagnant stands of dog hair that will never turn into a 
healthy productive forest. 
 
It was the Forest wide thinning by the CCC that gave us the vast amount of saw timber we had in 
the last 40 years. Cutting down the overstory will provide the KV funding for thinning.  But 
every acre of 4A cut an acre of dog hair is produced. The KV funding struggles to cover even 
25% of that cost.  The number of acres is increasing every year and we have to find a way to 
fund additional precommercial thinning or prescribed burning. The draft GTR emphasized the 
quickest way to restore the amount of harvestable timber is precommercial thinning.   
 
I want to thank you for letting me join in this presentation and the opportunity to serve on this 
working group, it has been a challenge.  I hope in the long run NFAB can come to a 
recommendation that reflects every interest.  Not only every interest but the science and the 
recommendations of the GTR. We are not in a situation where we can say we want to 
compromise, this group wants one number, this group wants another number. Look at the science 
and let it guide us.  
 
Question(chat)--Dave Hague: 181000 ccf appears to be 3% of the 5995429 ccf available trees. 
? Won't that take 30 years to harvest all of it and by then the smaller left over trees will have 
grown into big trees? 
 
Corissa, answer: I want to clarify the 5,995,429 ccf are not available trees.  Rather that number 
represent the standing live inventory of saw timber.  The number of trees 9” breast height and 
above on the suitable lands.  Not all are available to harvest because we need to have some of 
those trees to provide for other objective of the forest including species viability. Cannot harvest 
every tree 9” and above, we need to leave some of the trees to meet the multiple objectives and 
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needs of our Forest, for a variety of species, recreation, other needs and opportunities. When you 
factor all those in it significantly reduces the available volume for harvest. 
 
Paul:  The recommendation does not in any way suggest we harvest all the trees on the 755k      
acres timber lands reported on the FIA.  We are talking net growth. Gross growth minus 
mortality.  Maintain the inventory that’s on the Forest.  Slightly under the net growth on our 
proposal. Not looking at all acres. At our current recommendation of 181k acres ccf the Forest is 
still growing more volume than we are removing. 
 
Question(chat)--Mary Zimmerman, NFAB primary: For WG or perhaps FS staff: In the 
“Black Hills National Forest Companion Information to the GTR,” it says the concept of 
sustainability is rooted in the requirements found in the Multiple Use -Sustained Yield Act of 
1960 that requires the Forest Service manage the forest to ensure a sustained yield of timber in 
perpetuity.   
Yet, I hear you say that “sustainable” means you can take all net growth. And yet, if you do that 
(remove all net growth via the larger trees each year), won’t your forest get smaller and smaller 
trees? And won’t you therefore not be able to sustain your harvest in perpetuity?  Is harvesting 
all net growth good forestry? 
 
 
Greg, answer: Alternative that is recommended doesn’t harvest 100% of the net growth. There 
is still net growth left on the Forest that is above what is being harvested. 
 
Dick, answer: The Forest is continually growing. Smaller trees are becoming bigger and bigger 
trees are becoming bigger.  The harvest that is recommended is taking a group form the whole 
thing, it not just getting rid of the big trees.  Take a certain number of trees from an age group. 
Those are replaced by a lower age group. Continual process that continues to grow, not stagnant. 
Trees you see in inventory are not going to be the same trees in 20 years or in 5 years. Net 
growth is recommended for harvest is the growth over all trees. It’s a continual growth. 
 
Bob Burns, Comment: The board should not vote today, moll it over for a month.  Wait for the 
final GTR. Have the Forest Service officials available to answer the question. They have been 
left out of this. They were at our group but didn’t say much, gave us advice. Their voice is 
important and have representation.    
 
John, answer: I want to thank the committee. It is obvious they put a lot of effort into this. We 
are fortunate to have high quality data from the FIA and the GTR.  The group was tasked to use 
this as a source for the recommendation.  The GTR was written by silviculturist and researchers. 
Provides scenarios of future mortality and growth but we are not using any of those scenarios 
provided. We are making assumptions that comport to the history they show there.  We are using 
a higher tree growth per year and lower mortality than any those scenarios.  We are using 3.06 
growth as opposed to 2.5 as show in the GTR and mortality we are using 0.4 as opposed to the 
1.04 in the GTR.  These two variables gives room for the recommendation to harvest 181k. This 
is way to optimistic and as a matter as Bob said.  
 
Question to working group: Do members of NFAB who have the subject matter expertise and 
have the knowledge to supersede the number given the by the silviculturist and experts? 
Wouldn’t it be more prudent to go by the numbers in the GTR? 
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Greg, answer:  When I read the draft GTR, I had a lot problems with it. I didn’t think it was 
very well done. Some of my colleagues on the working group would agree with me on that. 
The direction we had was to look beyond the suitable base for timber resources. GTR did not 
look beyond the suitable base. The recommendation we made includes timber outside the 
suitable base and also outside pine, includes spruce.  If the only thing we were going to do was 
recommend what was in the GTR, then there was no point in putting together this working 
group. Our time was wasted. Our task was beyond that. That contributed significantly to the 
recommendation we made. 
 
Dick Brown, question: What is the downside of waiting for the final GTR? 
 
Wiebers, answer: 1. Brought forward by the working group majority vote, only fair to hear it 
out.  2. Final GTR most likely will not be available before this board is disbanded. In which we 
have spent several months of these people’s time without giving the opportunity to share what 
they have found and explain the situation is which they are well educated and well experienced.  
 
Greg, answer: Point I would like to make is the GTR is going to come out.  I expect to see some 
changes. The data isn’t going to change, the data is what it is.  We were looking very hard at the 
data and that is what we based our recommendation on. 
 
Rachel Day, question: To Greg or Paul, as a working group you have spent a lot of time on this.  
During the process you allowed for feedback and opposing opinion.  Why now are Corrisa and 
Bob bringing opposing opinion?  Was there room for opposing opinion on the working group 
and how did the working group move to approve the recommendation? 
 
Greg, answer:  All opinions were welcome at the table and expressed time and time again.  
Sometimes we were going in circles with the same opinion being given over and over.   We got 
to a point when a recommendation was developed and a motion made to approve that 
recommendation. We didn’t have all members available at the time.  We waited for a vote until 
all were available.  Corissa stated the concerns that were expressed. Not in the form of a 
recommendation but they were expressed.   
 
Mary Zimmerman(chat), question: Oversights on the main recommendation presented by Paul 
include restrictions, low growth rate on the unsuitable base, and unavailability for harvest.   
Chair Danielle, I would like to know from Greg: How can we be convinced Paul has not acted in 
the interest of his employer?  (there is certainly that appearance) 
 
Greg, answer: Paul is a representative of the timber industry and wouldn’t have been asked to 
be a member of the board if he wasn’t. Just as Corrisa is a representative of the Nature 
Conservancy.  I can’t ask people to leave their professional responsibilities at the door when we 
come into a meeting when they have been specifically asked to serve on the board for those 
interest groups. 
 
Jennifer, motion: I appreciate everyone’s time to put this all together.  I agree with Danielle that 
we move forward. I would like to move that the National Forest Advisory Board approve the 
recommendation and to submit as is and forward on to the Black Hills National Forest. 
 
Rachael Day, second: Second that motion to approve the working recommendation as is. 
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Wiebers: We have a motion and second. We’ll take it into discussion. Go through the list board 
members and give everyone an opportunity to say their final words on this topic before we take it 
any further. 
 
David Hauge(chat): Dave Hague: Everything we hear about these days is the “excessive 
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere” assuming that is true…considering trees utilize CO2 in 
photosynthesis…wouldn’t that mean the forest would be healthier, have less “Mortality” and the 
“Net Growth” would increase? Is that being factored in with the Recommendations or the GTR? 
 
Daneille Wibers: Leave open for comment, moving on.  
 
Rachel Day: I want to thank the working group for months and their knowledge on this topic. 
And I approve of the working group’s recommendation. I know they have spent an extensive 
amount of time studying this.  I know there are many people who are part of the timber industry 
and would not put together a recommendation that would put them out of a job. I approve.  
 
Dick Brown: Major challenge for us to try to determine when not all are experts. Where to go 
and what to recommend when we are at these levels.  There is significant impact whatever 
happens to it. Question the GTR and scientific information they are dealing with.  I’m sensitive 
that we may or may not be here after November. Should be at 181 or a lesser amount?  Where 
does this go once we recommend it? Would the recipients have knowledge of both sides? I wish 
we could have the final GTR to give us guidance to go one way or another so our decision would 
be as sound as it could be.   
 
Jack Isaacs: I’m here to listen to both presentations. Very good discussion around this topic.  
Where we go from here is with or without a vote the advising group has completed its task. It 
comes to me as a recommendation.  We analysis it and take a look at it.  We will take in 
consideration the final GTR. 
 
David Wolf: Nothing to add.  
 
Jon Gomez: It is hard to support an aggressive harvest that is so far outside a technical 
consensus and I don’t think NFAB should support it either.  We should consider removing the 
recommendation for harvest. Items 7, 8, and 9 can be removed. The rest is ok. 
 
Mary Zimmerman: I think this is the most complex issue we have addressed as a board.  A lot 
of us will be leaving at next meeting when our term ends.  The issue seems complex and simple 
at the same time.  We know the Forest has changed.  The GTR shows we are overharvesting. 
How do we get to sustainable?  Reading a book by. E F Schumacher, Economics as if People 
Mattered.  A Chapter: Proper use of the land. ‘Among material resources the greatest 
unquestionably is the land. Study how a society uses its land and you can come to a conclusion 
of what the future will be.’ 
If we only view this Forest with ecological stupidly and gross simplification of quantifications. If 
we choose to overlook or distort the incommensurable qualities like health, beautify and 
permanence. If we forget the necessity of clean air and water, what it’s like to be on a beautiful 
forested trail, the joy of a treasure of plants living in a tapestry that took a thousand years to 
weave. If collectively we forget that the care of this land is ours and the Forest Service’s most 
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important task, then we failed miserably. Efforts to bend this forest to fit the needs of industry 
will led to a vastly different outcome than to shaping industry to fit the needs of the Forest. 

Earlier this year, when I read the tasking, I thought this recommendation might take the shape of 
something like a tapering down to a sustainable level of harvest ….and that someone like Paul on 
the group would be a bridge for understanding the needs of industry as they downsize. I thought 
that was the tasking.  No one begrudges the needs for jobs; people need to support themselves. Our 
forest workers deserve meaningful and productive work. 

We sit on a century of policy evolution on how we deal with the land. Those rules, laws and 
regulations are there for a reason.  Land management decisions have consequences and often 
they last beyond our own lives; they are permanent in the scope of our own lives. Yeah, the 
Forest Plan is long and complicated. NEPA takes a lot of consideration. Sometimes it frustrates 
us, and sometimes doing the right thing is painful.  
 
The National Forest Management Act demands that our Forest is managed to provide sustained 
yields in perpetuity. Permanence, that’s the law.  Not only is the main recommendation bad for 
the Forest and those who depend on it, it’s illegal. This board should not be a party to such a 
recommendation. 
 
Alice Allen:  I was out of town and only had 24hrs to look at these documents the working group 
has been going through for months.  I’m disappointed that I did not have more time to review 
these and now being asked to make a decision on things I don’t understand and takes time to 
review.  
 
 Heard a lot of criticism of the GTR. That criticism is part of a peer review process that hasn’t 
been completed. Feel like I’m being asked to complete our local peer review without having to 
hear the national peer review by experts in the field. I’m uncomfortable going forward with a 
recommendation for a specific volume. Another thing that is concerning is the variability. Is that 
really a difference 3.07 and 2.5 growth rate?  Spending money and hours of people’s time on 
something that doesn’t exist on a practical level.   
 
Feel like I’m being forced to make a decision with little information that I can understand.  
Despite the fact that the committee worked so hard on this. You haven’t been able to resolve 
your differences in months and I don’t know how I am in a few hours.  
 
Keith Haiar(chat): No comments.  I am in support of the working group recommendation. 
 
Dennis Yellowthunder: Only had a moment to look over the information. Seems to me we were 
over harvesting the timber.  At a rate that was not going to allow the Forest to regenerate itself.  
I’m not quite satisfied with the recommendation of the timber sustainability working group.  
Thank you for what they did.  We maybe overharvesting what is there. The Forest seems like it’s 
a huge place, but with MPB and fires and the natural mortality rate. We should take a harder look 
at that.  And come up with a more sustainable plan; better plan and balance things out.  Main 
point we need to leave something for the future.  For our children and recreational use and 
wildlife, certain types of habitat for certain species to survive.  Recommendation to give one 
month to get a better look at this. For the survivability of the Forest we need to be more careful. 
 
Danielle: Dennis are you making a motion to table it for 1 month? 
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Dennis Yellowthunder: Table it, yes. 
 
Alice Allen: Second 
 
Jennifer: Should be a postponement not a table. 
 
Danielle: You are right, continue for everyone to make a comment. 
 
Jennifer: A real focus on the GTR. That is only one source and what we are really talking about 
is the FIA data and that is not changing.   Confident in the working group’s ability and 
professionalism of the Foresters on that group to have done a competent analysis of that data. We 
have had several opportunities to learn about this recommendation. While we sit in our NFAB 
meetings and on calls.  
 
Challenging timeframes to get out the information to all the people and have time to read them.  
If given 6 more months are all of us going to be competent forestry professionals? Are we all 
going to go out to get a PHD in forest management and say beyond a doubt I personally checked 
all these numbers and know what is present from one side or another? As what is going to do to 
the Forest over time. Leopold said: “Tug a string in the universe and you will find what it is 
connected to.’ We have done that and now we have to manage what we have. 
 
Kevin: Great conversation and I have great confidence in our State Forester Greg. I support the 
work groups recommendation. I bring up the question of variability again and I wish the numbers 
were illustrated within a range and I think there is more variably than we want to think there is.  
At the end of the day estimates and these are the best estimates and that’s the best we can do.  I 
commend those who were on this group. There is a concern with regeneration of dog hair stands 
on these areas that have been logged. How we thin those areas and what programs are out there 
to help? Thank you for everyone for weighing in.   
 
Paul Pierson: Thank you very much.  As we move forward on this and hopefully today.  The 
board is about to dissolve, and we have one more meeting. We have seen this pattern in the past 
with the Forest Service and getting official meetings to hold votes. There is a tremendous amount 
of information presented, and I understand that.  It has taken us almost 7 months to get this 
information to the board.  We were selected as a working group to perform that task and to 
present to NFAB this letter of recommendation to the Black Hills National Forest.  That is what 
we have done, and we looked seriously hard at the data.   
 
Acting Forest Supervisor Isaacs said it well: The working group and NFAB are not making a 
recommendation anywhere in the document that the Black Hills National Forest shall not 
consider any other source of information in the future.   
 
We looked at the GTR and it had serious issues.  A final version is coming out.  Less value 
having a working group analyzing data and presenting their findings, if that working group is 
told you must follow this other recommendation. Its’s own author said there is numerous 
scenarios out there, you should look at other information. Of course, the Forest Service is going 
to look at other information.  This is our recommendation, and this is not an ASQ 
recommendation.  We looked at a different set of acres and it keeps going back to that. We 
looked at the acres the Forest Service said which need to meet structural stage objective and 
applying management to meet those. It is not the same as the ASQ.  We looked at a different 
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subset of information. 
 
The recommendation is not a visual and the plan revision recommendation has been made and is 
on the horizon. We are going to start this process over in a NEPA process once plan revision 
starts.  What we have today is a culmination of hard work from the working group. We did not 
meet consensus and probably won’t on the board.  It deserves to be voted on today.  
 
Bob Burns: Not only is this a lot of information for the group to receive and vote on, but almost 
unnecessary. Early on in our meetings we were trying to figure out what our task was, was it a 
glide path to get down to what the GTR recommend? It seemed like that was the original 
purpose. As we went on it morphed into what is the larges amount of timber over the next 5 
years without making a dent in the is actually growing. Then came what is the growth rate, what 
is the mortality rate?  Then we asked the Forest Service, they said they really don’t need an 
opinion and it was alright to say it was too much to digest and not to give an opinion. I think that 
is the way we should have gone. I think the entire board should not go on with this 
recommendation without getting more information and more information from the Forest 
Service.  
 
The final recommendation is more of a timber industry recommendation. I understand the timber 
industry needs to have a large voice in this. If we think we need to reduce the timber harvest in 
the Black Hills, then what we need is to convince the timber industry that is the right choice.  
 
Another factor is, why are we hurrying to come up with a number when the number has already 
been set at 175, those decisions are coming from higher up and have already been made.  
We should hear more from the Forest Service and have them do a presentation.  Wait for the 
final GTR. That is kinda why we threw the draft GTR under the bus because it wasn’t the final. 
There are errors in it and made comments to the Forest scientist. They may come up with a 
different result and we should wait for that.  
 
Corissa Busse: Thank you to the Board for the full time today. It is a lot of information you have 
received today and in the last few days. I want to recognize that this decision made here is 
perhaps the most significant decision this board make for the health and future of our Forest and 
if we have timber management as a tool in the future. And I would strongly encourage the board 
review the documents that we received. And to hear from Forest Service specialist that have 
technical expertise and could respond to questions directly. Valuable resource in making this 
huge decision.  
 
David Johnson: Everyone on the board ask themselves what is the purpose of this sub-
committee process? If we don’t make a decision today what is the purpose of creating a sub-
committee? Paul has provided facts, figures, documentation and hours of research. Mortality was 
increased to almost 53% and people are glancing over that. The GTR is not our soul source. The 
working group is one of many equally informative pertinent critical sources. It should not be the 
sole source. It seems to be the trend here from those who are averse to this proposal. What the 
opposition is doing is clouding the working groups vote and decision with a smoke screen.  You 
are not hearing data; you are not hearing facts. What we are hearing stop wait, stop, 
procrastinate, do nothing. 
  
What are you telling this working group? Oppositions has poked holes in the working groups 
proposal but have not provided no empirical data to counter that. We asked for your 
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compromise, we hear delay. 
 
The GTR is not the sole source, the author said that it is the last bits of data you want to consider. 
To address the concerns of we should wait so Forest Service personnel could be involved; Forest 
Service personnel were involved in every meeting as a working group and provided vital 
information sometime for and sometime in opposition. 
 
Paul Pearson was only 1 of 4 affirmative votes for this proposal to suggest the timber industry is 
railroading this through is invalid. Other 3 affirmative votes have nothing to do with the timber 
industry.    
 
Asking the members of this board to respect the time and efforts of the working group. We have 
met our designated mission. I ask you to respect the 7 months of very thoughtful consideration to 
all opinions including the Nature Conservancy.  
 
We voted 4 to 2 to recommend this purpose before this board before today. We can’t possibly go 
over all the data we have been going over for the last 7 months, it is not possible. I asking you 
honor the committees process. Vote in favor of the working groups recommendation.  
 
Dick Terry: I support the recommendation of the working group. Greg, Paul and I are all 
professional foresters, we deal with those numbers all the time, that is what we do.  
The numbers don’t lie, and FIA data is there.  If we wait for the final GTR it still going to be 
based off the FIA data which is what we are basing our recommendation off of.  
We are basing it off of sound scientific data not feelings or what people think might happen with 
the Forest. Vote now and not waste months of time trying to deal with this.  
 
Dave Hague: Thank the members of the working group. This process has sometimes been trying 
but it was a rewarding experience working with these professionals.  They all are passionate 
about the Black Hills and want what is best for the Black Hills.  Not just about their jobs and 
own personal values. Some people think that means less timber harvest, and some think it is 
more.  
 
I support the recommendation because it was based on an analysis of the data. I think there is 
enough trees and wood volume to sustain that level of harvest for the next 5 years while Forest 
Plan Revision takes place. Do the Forest good to get the Forest in a healthy condition. So the 
next MPB epidemic won’t be as sever. Time to start managing for the next epidemic is now.  To 
significantly reduce our harvest levels on the assumption that we will have an increase in 
mortality puts our timer industry in jeopardy.  If we lose that timber industry it doesn’t make a 
difference if we decide to harvest more later on, we won’t have the capacity to do it.  
 
Danielle Wiebers:  Motion to postpone for a month by Dennis Yellow Thunder and second 
Alice Allen. 
Dave Hague: No   Keith Haire: No   John Gomez: Yes 
Rachael Day: No   Dave Johnson: No   Alice Allen: Yes 
Paul Pierson: No   Dennis Yellow Thunder:  Yes Bob Burns: Yes 
Dick Brown: Yes   Dave Wolff: No   Dick Terry: No 
Jennifer Hinkhouse: No   Kevin Robling: No 
Mary Zimmerman: Yes  Chair: No       
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Motion does not pass.  
 
Main Motion –Moved by Jennifer and seconded by Rachel: Accept the recommendation as 
drafted and move forward: 
 
Dave Hague: Yes   Keith Haiar: Yes   Alice Allen: Yes  
Rachael Day: Yes   Dave Johnson: Yes   John Gomez: No 
Paul Pierson: Yes   Dick Terry: Yes   Bob Burns: No 
Dick Brown: No   Dennis Yellow Thunder:  No Dave Wolff: Yes  
Jennifer Hinkhouse: Yes  Kevin Robling: Yes     Chair: Yes 
Mary Zimmerman: No   
   
Motion passes 
 
Thank you to the working group and everyone for your patience and respect throughout this 
meeting. I’m impressed, and proud to be part of this board. Anytime we have a recommendation 
and the vote is split--I recommend the minority vote draft a letter. That letter will be submitted 
alongside of the recommendation according to the bylaws. I will sign the recommendation and 
final draft and submit to the Forest Service.  
 
Motion to adjourn at 1639  
 
Public Comments Received: 
Electronic Comment #1. 
 
Nancy Hilding 
Prairie Hills Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 788, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
nhilshat@rapidnet.com 
605-787-6779, does not have voice mail 
605-787-6466, has voice mail 
Thursday, October 22, 2020  
 
BHNF National Forest Advisory Board 
c/o Scott Jacobson 
Black Hills National Forest, 
Custer, SD 57730 
 
Dear National Forest Advisory Board 
 
RE: Timber Sustainability Working Group – Concerns and Recommendations  
 
Prairie Hills Audubon Society is an environmental group, a SD non-profit corporation, whose members 
mostly live in western SD. 
 
We are writing to object to the National Forest Advisory Boards decision to agree with the Timber 
Sustainability Working Group – Concerns and Recommendations  and failure to agree with the 
dissidents or delay voting till the Board had more time to study and debate the 
recommendations. 
 
One obvious concern is the failure of the Working Group  to identify within the suitable lands and remove 
from harvest availability the oldest 4.4% of  existing tree stands that are currently  assigned to SS 4A,  SS 

mailto:nhilshat@rapidnet.com
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4B or SS 4C stands. These stands should be identified and reserved as replacement SS 5 stands.  The 
Forest only has .6% in SS 5 in the suitable base. 
 
We express concern over assumptions of low tree mortality going forward. We think the excessive 
amount of understory baby pine growth represents a risk of ladder fuels and increased fire risk on the 
forest.  We do not think there are enough funds for needed pre-commercial thinning.   We suspect that 
looking at the past, does not look to a forest with such a large pine understory and associated fire risk 
(with not enough pre-commercial thinning funds).   
 
We think the Forest should plan to convert more acres to aspen, especially in or near the WUI. Aspen is 
more fire resistant, and large scale cover type conversion would reduce fire risk.  This would be a cover 
type conversion and reduce the ASQ going forward. 
 
We believe the past the Forest Plan failed to provide for an allocation to disturbance landscapes that are 
needed for species such as the black-backed woodpecker and northern three toed woodpecker.  Some 
species can’t  survive on a few snags per acre (see Forest Plan standards) but need acres  of dense 
dead snags recently killed.  For biological diversity and certain species, you need to provide wildfire and 
bug killed dense adult tree stands.  You actually need an  objective of standing stands residual from 
natural mortality. Your "resiliency" mantra , should not overlook the ecological need for 
disturbance landscapes, that controlled burns can’t meet. 
 
We think working group’s approach ignores numerous important legal constraints on logging, including 
Culmination of Mean Annual Increment of Growth, Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines, and soil 
restrictions. Just because a tree may be large enough to log and is located within the suitable timber base 
does not mean that tree can be logged. 
 
We hope the folks on the Board that advocate for recreation, will think about how appealing the forest will 
be to visit, if the large trees and yellow barks are substantially gone. The GTR says at current harvest rate 
we will have no saw timber left in about 30 years. How do board members represent the recreational 
interest if you don’t protect visual quality values associated with old growth,  large yellow bark pine and 
 tall spruce trees - we need these tall trees, currently assigned to SS4 to be well spread through out the 
forest - recreators are not going to be happy with an entire forest of SS3, SS2 and  meadows. Don’t you 
need biological diversity of wildlife and plants for recreators  to view/enjoy on the forest?  Because a tree 
can be cut and it’s death helps support the timber industry, it doesn’t mean it is good for recreation if it is 
cut 
 
Thanks, 
 
Nancy Hilding 
=========== 
Nancy Hilding 
6300 West Elm, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
or 
Prairie Hills Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 788, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
nhilshat@rapidnet.com 
605-787-6779, does not have voice mail 
605-787-6466, has voice mail 
605-787-2806, cell (new #) 
http://www.phas-wsd.org 
https://www.facebook.com/phas.wsd/ 
Skype phone & name -605-787-1248, nancy.hilding 

 

mailto:nhilshat@rapidnet.com
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.phas-wsd.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C7b377919e4d2444aaff208d876d28d4c%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637389993971316525%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=a5gsLxs8OiZ22KxwpTzxPYbojlguxsWcPbQOCqMuIjk%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fphas.wsd%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C7b377919e4d2444aaff208d876d28d4c%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637389993971326489%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=7S4FkCnl0v5ZUXo1oln%2FVVAXwRMJtHWFC1meo2V3efs%3D&reserved=0
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Electronic Comment #2 
 
Nancy Hilding 
Prairie Hills Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 788, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
nhilshat@rapidnet.com 
605-787-6779, does not have voice mail 
605-787-6466, has voice mail 
Thursday, October 22, 2020  
 
BHNF National Forest Advisory Board 
c/o Scott Jacobson 
Black Hills National Forest, 
Custer, SD 57730 
 
RE: volunteers thinning baby pine trees 
 
Dear National Forest Advisory Board 
 
It is currently illegal to cut a tree on the Forest lands without Forest Service permission.   
 
We are suggesting that the BHNF create a program where people can sign up to voluntarily thin pre-
commercial stands 
of baby pines.  This could be a blanket release where the Forest Service describes acceptable conditions 
where you can thin baby pine stands, 
 to what baby tree density to thin down to and limits to tools used. 
 
 It could be more complex and be a on-line sign up form, or a Nationwide app for cell phones created by 
the National Forest Service, where you can get more data on the volunteer, her location and a report of 
her accomplishments. It could involve volunteer  thinning community events during good 
weather in summer, spring or fall.  
 
But the bottom line, is to encourage recreators in the forest to give back. Going hiking? Well bring a  knife 
or clippers.  Spend 5 hours hiking and 1 hour clipping baby pines.  MAKE IT LEGAL. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Nancy Hilding, 
=========== 
Nancy Hilding 
6300 West Elm, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
or 
Prairie Hills Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 788, Black Hawk, SD 57718 
nhilshat@rapidnet.com 
605-787-6779, does not have voice mail 
605-787-6466, has voice mail 
605-787-2806, cell (new #) 
http://www.phas-wsd.org 
https://www.facebook.com/phas.wsd/ 
Skype phone & name -605-787-1248, nancy.hilding 

mailto:nhilshat@rapidnet.com
mailto:nhilshat@rapidnet.com
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.phas-wsd.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cece6eb8179d64f81cb5808d876d2b6e3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637389994665262355%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Zw8j6ZvG1bLJL8pWO%2BnA0aE%2FNxLvL1fZ7M%2BeBGg7cUs%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fphas.wsd%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cece6eb8179d64f81cb5808d876d2b6e3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637389994665262355%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=VWiq4Suz%2FF155%2FbdbqN8PX558NFSRMw1ptBzDrbWWbw%3D&reserved=0

